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ORGANISATION OF WRITING MATERIAL

UNIT–1
ORGANISATION OF WRITING MATERIAL

1·0 Objective :
At the end of this lesson you will be :
 able is project a successful image through the written document.
 identify the forces affecting a writer.
 Produce effective business documents.

1·1 Introduction :
Writing, in a business context, is an important element of the image we project in

our working environment. For this to be positively effective three criteria need to be
considered for each document we produce: the information must be effectively  controlled;
the language must be carefully structured; and the immediate impact must be unmistakbly
appealing. To be successful on all three counts requires a systematic approach which
allows you as a writer to think before you plan, plan before you write and revise what has
been written.
1·2 Image Projection :

In business we project ourselves through our physical image, but priority on an
appraisal list gives emphasis to the image projected in the way we communicate, both in
speech and writing. In the business context writing is more exacting because unlike
speaking, we are not ‘programmed’ for writing; a conscious learning process is required.
Unlike the natural and invariably spontaneous response at a meeting or during a telephone
conversation, writing, in business is considered to be the result of careful deliberation
over choice of words, inflection of meaning and balance of phrase. Finally in a business
context writing is a tremendously exacting task because the written word is a record, an
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indelible expression of that business image we project in our letters, reports and memoranda.
In the projection game it helps to look right; to speak right is a prerequisite; to wirte right
confirms the indelible accomplishment of success or failure.
1·3 Forces Affecting a Writer :

There are several forces which need to be taken into account when producing a
business document. Ignoring any one of these forces might lead to loss of communication.

Force One : Reader Force :
No other force is as important or as dominant as a controlling factor than the reader

force. This power influences not only the content of your document but also your tone
and style of expression. This force has to be handled carefully for the document to make
an impact.

Force Two : Speech Patterns :
A more negative force to fight is made up of speech patterns you employ in general

discussion. This informal and chatty style, refered to as colloquial, is deemed tolerable
and respectable in everyday conversation, even though it frequently defies the rigours of
grammar and exactness. However in your business documents, such a style is simply
unacceptable. This influencing factor mars the image of many, indeed of most business
writers, therefore you will need to be vigilant, alert and in control of the techniques that
will counteract this natural yet distracting, tendency-
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Force Three : Previous Tuition :
Undoubtedly previews tuition-or lack of it can be another adverse force. As already

mentioned, there are no set rules for presenting business texts. However, over the long history
of official documentation there has been an enormous and radical development in the art of
presenting information. The practice of business writing has changed, and is continuing to
change to meet present day demands for quicker communication of essential information with
less accent on refined and verbose discourse. Former tuition could have sowed the seeds of
previously acceptable habits which will require a systematic approach to uproot and eradicate.

Force Four : Network of Informations :
Another force which could prevent you from projecting a successful image is really

professional in essence : Completeness and correctness. Your networks of information
needs to be constantly updated with regard to the latest facts, policies and practices of
your professional circle.

Force Five : Reading Material :
One of the more positive contributing forces in your efforts to achieve a successful

image, could be extant reports, i.e. document you read and process as part of your work.
Vigilance is strongly advised on this count. The documents you process as a reader may
need refining. So when you have the armoury necessary to project your particular image,
diplomacy in feedback to those who report to you will be required.

Force six : Native Language :
The final major force you need to contend with in your pursuit of the successful

image applies if you are writing in a language other than your native tongue. The gut
reactions to grammar and the assessment of a certain nuance on meaning of a word may
be impaired by interference from a more versatile mother tongue.

If you do need to produce an important document in another language then the best
advice is to have a native speaker evaluate your efforts.

In summary all these force will affect your skill as a producer of documents to
different degrees and of course with varying degree of impact. This is true for the bank
customer requesting an overdraft facility as it is for the aircraft engineer recommending a
wing tip adjustment.

If you are going to deal with all the above mentioned forces positively and create
your documents to project the image you wish then there are two important questions
which must be answeved.

Your first question will be
What is an Effective Document ?
In other words you will need to know the creteria which decide that document A is

effective and Document B is ineffective.
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Your next question will be
How to Produce an Effective Document ?
To answer these two questions satisfactorily and to appreciate fully the implications

for your own written work you have to judge them according to the following parameteres :
 The information must be controlled : The document will contain only sufficient

and necessary facts and observations, logically and cohesively sequences.
 The language must be controlled : The contents will be expressed in an

approperiate tone for the addressed reader, in a formal style that is grammatically
accurate.

 The presentation must be controlled : Techniques will be applied to ensure
the document is attractive to the eye and clearly and consistently labelled to
allow for immediate access to any part of the text.

All three criteria must be fully meet : if only two are satisfied then the document
will not be totally effective.
1·4 Effective Document Production :

There are four phases which provide a systematic approach to the production
process : Think, plan, write, revise.

Phase One : Think
In phase one you will need to think carefully. Have a brainstorming session with

yourself–ask “why am I producing this document ?” Here you need to focus on what you
want the document to do : is it simply to inform, or is it going to make a recommendation ?
You may wish the document to be a successful request for information, a financial loan on
even a change in holiday dates whatever, your aim, it needs to be through out clearly
before you taxt writing.

A further consideration will undoubtedly be your reader (s). The effect of the reader
force has aready been mentioned. Before you start to plan your document you will need to
think about how you will achieve your indentified aim with these particular readers. Will
they be demanding in terms of the information they require, or interested only in the
principal aim and not the supporting facts ? What format usually pleases these particular
readers ? What chronology need to be followed to achieving your aim with these
readership ? Will pictures, diagrams or tables be helpful in achieving your aim with these
readers ? Careful thought about who will actually receive the document can help you in
the third consideration of the phase, namely deciding what information will be necessary.
Indeed the quantity and depth of information will depend an your ideas about the aim and
the readership. It is far more practical and less time consuming to sort out these aspects
before writing than during the writing phase.

Phase Two : Plan
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Once you have thought about the why (aim), who (reader) and what (information)

you should be fully prepared to plan your document. You can now gather the required
information and select only the data needed to achieve your specific aim with this
readerships. Once you have decided on the essential minimum you can now look for
information which shares a similar idea or theme and group these ideas together, preferably
under a label e.g. Scope, Objectives, Recommendations, Problems etc. Having decided on
a suitable, sequence for presenting these groupings you will now have a skeleton of the
report, in other words, a topic outline.

Phase Three : Write
The next phase will now be much easier : you will be able to write your assignment

while focusing principally on the style, tone and linking techniques that will be appropriate
for the paper being produced. Here considerations of fluency, word choice and sentence
structure will not be hindered by issues relating to information structure. Your whole
effort will now be centred on language impact by reviewing. Connections, eradicating
ambiguities, rephrasing ideas, judging sentence balance and achieving a smooth overall
information flow.

Phase four : Revise
After the document has been producted it has to be revised carefully to ensure that

it conforms to the five C’s.
The document should be read over carefully to ensure that it can be understood at a

first reading, i.e. it should be clear.
The document should also be expressed intelligently and intelligebly by using a

minimum number of words i.e. it should be concise.
The techniques of presentation, style and tone should be applied throughout the

entire paper, i.e. it should be consistent.
All facts, figures and arguments should stand up to verification, i.e. the document

should be correct.
Finally, it must include only necessary and sufficient information to achieve the

aim with the readers addressed i.e. it should be complete.
1·5 Let us Sum Up :

In this chapter you have been introduced to image building through effective
documents which is so important in todays business world. The most exacting projection
is the image that people encounter in your paperwork. This has to be learnt, it is not natural.
It must be carefully developed: it is not spontaneous. Once produced and presented in a
document addressed to your reader, the image cannot be changed.

There are several forces that must be controlled to produce effective documents.
These forces are headed by the reader force and also include
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 invasion of your speech patterns
 your old habits from previous practice and tuition.
 your changing and develping professional network.
 your reading of both effective and ineffective documents
 your language competency.
In order to produce effective documents :
 The information must be controlled.
 The language must be controlled.
 The presentation must be controlled.
Four steps in producing an effective document are
 Think
 Plan
 Write
 Revise

1·6 Exercise :
1. Why is it imporatnt to produce effective documents in a business context.
2. What are the forces affecting a writer while producing a document ?
3. What are the factors to be considered while producing an effective document ?
4. Define the five C’s.




